Record
Analyse
Act
Gas safety and compliance
insight solution

How it works
Crowcon Connect gives the visibility and insights
you need from your detectors to ensure compliance,
improve efficiency and raise levels of safety.
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Seamlessly
record gas
safety data

Analyse
performance
and compliance

Take actionable
insights and
improve efficiency

Collect data from every gas
detector in your fleet

Crowcon Connect brings together
fleetwide information

Ensure compliance and raise
safety levels

X Link the user to the device, whether
a detector has the same user each
day, is shared by a team or is part of
a pool fleet

X Crowcon Connect puts all of your
detector information into one place
regardless of fleet size or location

X Crowcon Connect tracks all calibration
due dates delivering the detail
required for proactive scheduling,
reducing downtime

X Data is automatically gathered and
sent to the Crowcon Connect platform
whenever a detector is charged
X This means no more missing or out of
date information. Remove manual data
collection processes and improve your
operational efficiency

X Instant visibility of exceptions to
understand performance and
compliance levels across your fleet
X Simple to use dashboards and powerful
filtering tools deliver valuable insight

X Crowcon Connect provides the records
needed to prove fleet compliance as well
as identifying areas for improvement
X Everything is recorded, making
demonstration of compliance during
audits easier, saving you time
and money

Record,
Analyse, Act
Gas safety and compliance
insight solution

Off Site

On Site
Delivering gas safety insight from all
employees whether on site or on the move

Charging station
Crowcon Connect app

Remote users on the move
Off-site employees
The Crowcon Connect app uploads
data automatically with no
user intervention

Charging Station
Windows PC

Pool Fleets

Same user,
every day

On-site employees
Charging stations are conveniently located
throughout the facility and automatically
upload data to Crowcon Connect

Complete fleet
management
Powerful insight tools, complimenting
existing practices and procedures

Fleetwide visibility
Data from across the fleet is presented on easy
to interpret dashboards. At a glance, users can
see fleet utilisation, alarm events and upcoming
maintenance requirements. Filters are applied to
review information by region, division or team with
the ability to fast-track to the detail.

Link users to their
gas detectors
During the initial setup we work with our
customers to prepopulate users and detectors.
Crowcon Connect makes it simple to link users to
their detectors, giving the ability to add and archive
users and detectors as changes are required.

Asset management

This provides the all important link between alarm
events and user exposure.

Solve your maintenance scheduling issues by
using the powerful fleetwide reporting tools to
review calibration due dates in advance.

Never miss an alarm

Efficiency levels can be monitored to ensure you
have the right number of detectors in your fleet.
This is easily done by reviewing detector utilisation
on the dashboard.

The dashboard highlights recent alarm events,
giving users a quick and easy way to access the
underlying details.
All alarm events are shown and detailed reports
give full visibility of when they occurred and who
was operating the device. Automated notifications
to line managers ensure alarm events don’t
go unnoticed. This ensures that the company
procedures can be followed.

Real benefits, genuine gains
and always moving forward
Crowcon Connect allows customers with portable
fleets to improve their operational efficiency
and safety compliance by delivering
actionable insight.
Unlike competing solutions our product has
low implementation cost and integrates with
existing processes.
X Secure cloud technology
Crowcon Connect sits on Microsoft’s Azure™
cloud architecture and is compliant with
cyber security requirements
X Ultimate flexibility
Crowcon Connect is developed fully in house
by a dedicated team. As a result we have the
flexibility to build hierarchies which reflect
your business structure, as well as creating
custom reports and dashboards
X Fast deployment
You will be up and running quickly, seeing
positive results within weeks
X Always advancing
Crowcon Connect is always evolving bringing
users new and exciting capabilities reflecting
changing market requirements

Flexible
Secure
Cost effective
Quick and easy
to deploy

About Crowcon Connect
For 50 years, Crowcon have provided solutions that companies
worldwide trust and depend on.
With the development of Crowcon Connect, our gas safety and
compliance insight solution, we’re taking it even further.
Working closely with our customers and leaning on our decades
of expertise, we’ve designed a flexible cloud data solution that
helps you get actionable insight from your detector fleet.
Enabling you to reduce costs, improve operational efficiency
and raise levels of safety.

Visit www.crowcon.com or call us
on 01235 557700 to register your
interest in a trial or to get
more information.

